•

Warm color of maple and oak finishing design provides for a beautiful floor.

•

Pricing includes installation.

•

Floors can be built in a wide range of sizes.

Styles & Pricing:

•
•
•
•

3’ x 3’ Sections (Maple Vinyl)

$14.00

3’ x 3’ Sections (Parquet Oak)

$21.00

9 pieces will make a 9'x 9' floor
16 pieces will make a 12'x12' floor
25 pieces will make a 15'x15' floor
36 pieces will make a 18'x18' floor
•

# Guests

Suggested Dance Floor Size

0-100

12’x12′

100-150

15’x15′

150-200

18’x18′

About our Dance Floor
Our staff will install your dance floor rental for you and also break it down after your
event. A dance floor generally takes between 30 minutes to one hour from our team.
If your event is being held outdoors in the grass, please let us know this ahead of time.
We will provide a subfloor beneath the dance floor at no extra charge which provides
support to the floor and prevents it from coming apart during your party.
Dance floors should be installed on relatively flat ground without major holes or divots.
The subfloor does provide a considerable amount of leveling ability, but you may still see

the floor follow the contour of the ground to some degree. This is actually a positive and
necessary thing, because it ensures no large drop offs along the edges of the dance floor
that would pose a trip hazard to guests as they enter and exit the floor.
Our dance floor has a medium tone oak finish, but is constructed of highly durable oak
material, which makes it extremely versatile. You can safely use our floor outdoors
without worry about damage from dew or rain. Of course, the floor will be slippery when
wet so you should plan to have something on hand to dry up any spilled drinks or
wetness, so your guests do not fall during the event.

